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Practice Overview:
Family Law: Stephen’s extensive and varied 
advocacy experience, developed in the Criminal 
Courts, has been instrumental in his developing 
Family Law practice.  Appearing in Private and 
Public Law matters, Stephen has experience of 
working with urgent applications, vulnerable 
clients and matters involving new born children.  
Stephen’s calm and patient manner is an asset 
when dealing with cases that inevitably involve 
sensitive issues. 

Criminal Law: Stephen’s experience at both the 
employed and independent Bar has provided 
him with a wealth of experience in Criminal 
Proceedings. Stephen regularly appears in the 
Crown Court and is an experienced trial advocate. 
This experience covers the full range of criminal 
matters, from driving offences, DVSA matters, 
dishonesty, violence (including armed robbery 
and s.18 GBH matters), drug offences (including 
conspiracy and supply matters), as well as Police 
Property Act and POCA proceedings. Stephen 
also has experience as a led junior, having 
appeared in a multi-defendant murder.

Stephen’s pragmatic, hard-working and 
approachable demeanour has helped to develop 
his already impressive reputation; a reputation 
that he continues to build upon..
 
Civil Law: Stephen has experience of undertaking 
a wide range of small civil hearings, including 
residential possessions, interim applications, 
infant approval hearings and small claims, as 
well as Driver Conduct hearings before the Traffic 
Commissioner.
 
Background: Before joining Chambers, Stephen 
was employed as an in-house advocate for a 
firm of solicitors, predominantly working in their 
Crown Court Department. Prior to commencing 
pupillage, Stephen worked as a freelance County 
Court Advocate.


